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The team of experienced treasure hunters rushes off to meet
adventure once again! During a routine inventory of the museum,
archeologist Claire stumbles upon an unfamiliar book with a
mysterious puzzle lock decorated with precious stones. After
trying in vain to open the book, the girl pushed the strange
mechanism in her heart and all the stones fell out of it at once!
The museum room around quickly changed into a forest of
gigantic trees – the book dragged Claire and her team into its
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world. Can the brave treasure hunter find the lost stones and
return home? Embark on a heroic mission with Claire – quench
her thirst for adventure and help her find all the stones! Go on an
exciting journey through the world of The Mysterious Book!
Funny dialogues, colorful comics, and memorable characters
await you! Each level has hidden items -find them and collect the
entire collection of ancient artifacts! Complete all 40 exciting
levels. Visit 4 unique locations: the Rustic Forest, the Weightless
Oasis, the Northern Islands, and Plamegor Volcano, and unravel
their mysteries! More than 6 hours of gameplay. Feel the
beautifully themed music and awesome sounds! Some features
have either been removed or are working on and will be
integrated in the future version of the game. We are looking for a
publisher for our second game so we need your help to spread
the word. Pre-Alpha build will be released soon and we would
appreciate a review, either as a Steam, GOG or Desura game.
There are no fancy graphics yet, even the interface looks like a
3D game. We are currently operating a kickstarter campaign for
our second game so we need your help to spread the word. We
have a more advanced version of our second game, called
Doomzier Dragon, so we would appreciate a review, either as a
Desura or GOG game. Currently our biggest problem is that we
are in the middle of a tight schedule and don't have more funding
for the project. In order to speed things up we would like to see
Doomzier Dragon released sooner than at the end of 2015. We
are currently operating a kickstarter campaign for our second
game
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Features Key:
A different and unique setting; examine the strange and bewildering world of Korai.
Large and complex game world with numerous storylines, quests, and lots of
customization; create your own adventures as you evolve the Dungeon Explorer
experience.
Enormous amount of items, monsters, and quests; create your own personal
dungeon and have your story told through the people, places, and things that make
it up!
Play solo or online with friends - it's you and the Dungeon Explorer!
Key features:
Unique 4 story-driven campaigns are set in the mountainous Korai Land
Explore caves, ruins, and an overgrown subway system in 3 and 4-player co-op
campaigns
More than 2200 items and monsters, 100+ characters, quest-givers, and more
Objectives and quest mechanics to create your own unique adventure
Innovative item system- many items are unique, custom, or otherwise difficult to
find in-game
Features:
Explore the new and mysterious terrain of Korai!
3 and 4 player co-op mode for single or multiple players
Complete quests for experience, loot, or money
Craft items to build your own unique arsenal
Join friendly player parties to explore and quest together
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Can you be a real treasure hunter? The Museum room has been
ransacked! The locks have been turned and the precious stones
have all been stolen. Only one clue remains – a mysterious book!
It looks so ordinary, yet there is more than one lock hidden
within it. Find them all! Combine all the locks and return to the
Museum! Before you open the book, you need to find a key –
it’s the only thing missing. Time is running out! Can you find
the key? The Mysterious Book Collector’s Edition is designed
for high-quality players! Enjoy the peaceful beach life as you
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search for fossils and items to discover in this entertaining and
kid-friendly puzzle adventure game. When you’re on vacation,
why not enjoy free time and play interesting, amusing games?
Gather a few seashells or just gaze at the stunning scenery as you
play fun matching games at the seaside. Discover a wide variety
of treasures as you search for the ones needed to fulfill a variety
of quests. Use all the items you find to help you solve puzzles
and escape from danger. With tons of locations to explore and
cool puzzle challenges to overcome, there’s plenty of
entertainment for players of any age! Explore the seaside on a
quest to become a real treasure hunter! Find all the items you
need to complete a variety of quests in 30 fun levels. Collect
treasures and solve puzzles to uncover what mysteries lie in store
for you in the Hidden Treasures Seaside game! Explore fun
locations such as the colorful Oasis, the buzzing city, the
intriguing Old Fort, and more. You will have to use your skills to
get all the way to the ancient Ile de Morandini. Find all the
hidden treasures and escape through fun puzzles to complete
your quest. Enjoy cool oceanic music and a relaxing atmosphere
while you solve puzzles. The team of experienced treasure
hunters rushes off to meet adventure once again! During a
routine inventory of the museum, archeologist Claire stumbles
upon an unfamiliar book with a mysterious puzzle lock decorated
with precious stones. After trying in vain to open the book, the
girl pushed the strange mechanism in her heart and all the stones
fell out of it at once! The museum room around quickly changed
into a forest of gigantic trees – the book dragged Claire and her
team into its world. Can the brave treasure hunter find the lost
stones and return home? Embark d41b202975
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* Discover ancient artifacts in realistic world environments! *
Embark on a dangerous quest, and collect all valuable items! *
Journey into the pages of the Mysterious Book - a magical book
that will take you on a journey through the world! * Meet new
characters and interact with them in funny situations! * Solve
intricate puzzles to get the precious stones and other valuable
items! * Find powerful new items and spells to help you on your
quest! * Conquer dangerous bosses and other challenges! * Go
on a dangerous journey through the World of the Mysterious
Book! * Collect items - buy new clothes, weapons and use new
spells and potions! * Clean your home, upgrade your house and
beautify it! * Construct your own farm and carry out various
types of business activities! * Craft powerful items! * Defeat
deadly bosses! * Obtain new powers, and master cool new spells!
* Fight for your life against a huge Evil Machine! * Solve Daily
Quests to receive special bonuses! * Find the mysterious Book
Key and solve the Book Puzzle! * Get Bonus Gold Coins! * Get
Bonus Gems! * Find special objects and uncover a whole host of
secrets! The game "Lost Artifacts: Mysterious Book Collector's
Edition" contains the following elements: * 40 challenging levels
* 3 beautiful locations to explore * A wide variety of quests *
Detailed Storyline * Clever characters * Lots of equipment and
decorations! * Skilled graphic design * Join us to unravel the real
secrets of the mysterious world! A few weeks ago, on a cool
summer day, a daring archeologist came up with a brilliant idea
to go on a treasure hunt! She opened a sacred book and it all
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started... Choose one of the two heroes: Explorer, diver or Miner.
Each has its own unique skills and gear. * Collect more than 20
types of gems, from healing to passive skills! * Help the hero
survive in the dungeons, and master more than 120 skills! *
Explore an amazing world full of unique monsters! * Enjoy
captivating scenery and get amazed by the impressive dragons,
dinosaurs and gods! New Zealand - a beautiful island country of
many miles and so many secrets! Where can you find it? An
amazing arcade game!Go on a safari in New Zealand - set off for
a journey to discover the greatest treasures of the distant islands.
On this expedition you
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What's new:
..Mysterious button Coloring Book filled with Easy To Do
Coloring Pages and Do It Yourself Projects..... Investment
Theater WorkshopEntertainment Studio....Professional
Teen Get-Together - Watch a Ton of Shows for Under
$20.99!!!Includes ROOM TO BOOK and Almost a Dozen
Hours of Regular Series....These Shows are Only 8.99 a
Week and soon will be 12.99 per week!!Once we reach
the 25 th week, these Shows will be 24.99 a week and
once we reach the 50 th week, these Shows will be 48.99
a week, so be ready for a big drop in price!! Best
ValueGet Over 40 Valentine's Day Gift Ideas For under
$15.00!!!I'll show you how to save a ton of money, when
you are getting ready for Valentine's Day! You'll save
over $100, when you are in this program, and you'll learn
up to 15 unique gift ideas that are under $15.00. The
really best part is that I'll include a FREE special report on
how you can make your own Valentine's Day accessories
out of duct tape. The Simplest Way To Master Legos
Without Breaking Your Bank I only use what I love..I am
using these sets for a couple weeks and was playing with
them for over 8 hours...because I love them...when you
actually do and stay fascinated with a skill that has hours
of enjoyment you'll return much faster than the monied
junk dealers who would make it very boring if you
actually spent time solving the puzzles...this puzzles are
not meant to be solved instantly with a click of a
mouse..You'll have to take some time to keep increasing
the level of fun so as to keep your interest at a high level
so that the puzzles will never get boring to solve..once
you achieve some fun you'll add more pieces to other
boxes and then add more pieces that will be held by the
next box..when that is done you'll have enough pieces to
make some mini-models to play, just leave them there
and immerse yourself in there designs...Working in blocks
with the smart bricks makes you see more connections in
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solvable puzzles you will understand that there is more
and bigger connections than you could dream of..Every
living thing turns within a cell and evolves and thanks to
these Lego sets you'll be able to create a very nice minimodel of one of your favorite creations you can easily
observe interconnections between the basic
blocks...Every cell from a fetus starts
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Directions : All-in-one PC solution for RIP / RAR /
GZIP / 7z / TAR / WINRAR / 7z-Allinone-Version/ 7-zipallinonenature
Download the 7-zip All-in-one by 7-Zip
Download "hack tool" from game site
Open the 7-zip All-in-one, enter the game files folder
Unpack the 7z archive. Make sure all files are
extracted to PC
Open "crack.exe" to drive level one
Play the game!
Note: If there is a file error for extract the 7z to PC,
use a 7-zip which support to extract for more simple.

Modify your ini files
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64 bit or later; Windows 10 64 bit
or later; RAM: 2 GB (4 GB recommended); 2 GB (4 GB
recommended); Video: DirectX 11; DirectX 11; Processor: Intel
i5 or later, AMD Phenom II x4 or later; Intel i5 or later, AMD
Phenom II x4 or later; Hard Drive: 16 GB (20 GB
recommended); 16 GB (20 GB recommended); Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650M or AMD HD 7970M
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